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According to an article by Eugene Robinson published in the Feb. 18 issue of the Washington Post,
the gap between rich and poor in Chile and other Latin American nations has been exacerbated
over the past two decades. The Chilean experience is considered exemplary of a development model
grounded on the market and oriented to exports. Robinson points to the expansion of luxurious
shopping malls, office complexes, condominiums and hotels, alongside sprawling slums featuring
dirt roads, drug addiction and crime. The journalist emphasizes that the Chilean development
model has generated remarkable economic growth over the past two decades. However, Chile and
several other Latin American nations, vast sectors of respective populations have been marginalized
by the volatile combination created and expanded by free market mechanisms: great wealth for a
few, and growing poverty for the majority. Gert Rosenthel, executive secretary of the UN Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean told Robinson that the attempted coup in
Venezuela which took place two weeks ago could happen in any Latin American country. Rosenthal
said the only surprise is that attempted coups or other uprisings have not taken place elsewhere
in the region. In Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela and other nations in the region, in the 1980s wealth
became more concentrated and living conditions among lower income groups declined by 15% on
the average. Harsh austerity or fiscal adjustment policies over the past two years have accentuated
these tendencies, condemning increasing numbers to poverty. In 1980, 35% of Latin Americans lived
in poverty, and in 1991, 40%. In Chile, between 33 and 50% of the population lives in conditions of
poverty (household income equivalent to US$150 per month or less).
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